The TechWest WR Junk Basket is ran above a WR (Product 10-049) or CW (Product 10-249) Bridge Plug in order to collect any debris that may otherwise settle on top of the Bridge Plug. The Junk Basket is a cost-effective solution to help prevent time consuming and costly operations involved when debris interferes with the normal retrieving operation.

Multiple staggering drainage slots are machined along the body of the tool capturing debris and allowing fluid to exit the receptacle while in place and while pulling from the hole.

**OPERATION**

Set the WR or CW Bridge Plug as per normal procedures. The Junk Basket is ran on wireline below jars attached to the WR Junk Basket Running Tool (Product 10-085). Jarring motion shears the shear screws and releases the Junk Basket where is will rest on top of the Bridge Plug.

The Junk Basket is retrieved using a WR Junk Basket Retrieving Tool (Product 10-071). The Retrieving Tool latches into the junk basket and is then pulled from the hole.